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Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2002
Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours, Third Edition presents the key features of SQL (Structured Query Language) in an easy to understand format with updated code examples, notes, diagrams, exercises, and quizzes.  New material covers more information on transactions, constructs, embedded databases, and object-oriented programming.  In this...
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C++ Strategies and Tactics (Addison-Wesley Professional Computing Series)Addison Wesley, 1993
In chess, learning the rules for how the pieces move is simply the first step; to master the game, you must understand the strategies and tactics that guide each move.  The same applies to C++.  Knowing the right strategies helps you avoid the traps and work more effectively.  Luminary Rob Murray helps beginning to intermediate C++ programmers...
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Digital Accounting: The Effects of the Internet And Erp on AccountingIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Digital Accounting: The Effects of the Internet and ERP on Accounting provides a foundation in digital accounting by covering fundamental topics such as accounting software, XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting Language), and EDI. The effects of the Internet and ERP on accounting are classified and presented for each accounting cycle, along with a...
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iPhone User Interface Design ProjectsApress, 2009
With over 100,000 iPhone applications and 125,000 registered iPhone developers, is it still possible to create a top-selling app that stands apart from the six-figure crowd? Of course, but you’ll need more than a great idea and flawless code—an eye-catching and functional user interface design is essential. With this book,...
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Linux Programming UnleashedSams Publishing, 1999
Linux Programming Unleashed is a complete and comprehensive reference for intermediate to advanced Linux developers that covers every possible use of Linux. Topics include: Core Linux Programming; Interprocess Communication; Device Drivers; Development Tools (make, Emacs, diff and patch, etc.); Programming the User Interface;  programming...
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Beginning XML, Second EditionWrox Press, 2001
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a rapidly maturing technology with powerful real-world applications, particularly for the management, display, and transport of data. Together with its many related technologies, it has become the standard for data and document delivery on the Web.
This book teaches you all you need to know about XML –...
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Concise Guide to Computation TheorySpringer, 2011

	What is the theory of computation all about? The theory of computation embodies
	the principle by which computers have become the basis of modern digital technology,
	which makes a computer perform as desired, and which, consequently, has
	led to the prosperity of our advanced information society (just as physical sciences
	constitute the...
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Playing Smart: On Games, Intelligence, and Artificial Intelligence (Playful Thinking)MIT Press, 2019

	A new vision of the future of games and game design, enabled by AI.
	
		Can games measure intelligence? How will artificial intelligence inform games of the future? In Playing Smart, Julian Togelius explores the connections between games and intelligence to offer a new vision of future games and game design. Video games...
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Game Design Workshop, Second Edition: A Playcentric Approach to Creating Innovative GamesMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
There is magic in games.

Not magic like a Level 19 fi reball spell is magic. Not the kind of magic you get when you purchase a trick in a magic store. And not the kind of mystical experience that organized religion can go on about. No, games are magic in the way that fi rst kisses are magic, the way that fi nally arriving at a perfect...
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Build Your Own AJAX Web ApplicationsSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2006

	AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) is a new approach for developing web applications. It essentially permits users to interact with a Webpage without forcing a slow & tedious reload of the entire page after every action. This means web applications become more responsive, easier to use, and more intuitive. Build Your Own Ajax Web...
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Chess Not Checkers: Elevate Your Leadership GameBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2015

	As organizations grow in volume and complexity, the demands on leadership change. The same old moves won't cut it any more. In Chess Not Checkers, Mark Miller tells the story of Blake Brown, newly appointed CEO of a company troubled by poor performance and low...
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Java 2 Developer Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram CX-310-252A and CX-310-027)Que, 2003
The Exam Cram Method of study focuses on exactly what you need to get certified now. In this book you'll learn how to:

	
    Prepare for the Java 2 Developer essay exam

    
	
    Design, program, and submit the exam's...
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